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Network interactive communication systems based on hypermedia produce a type of 
cultural product that is not read linearly; rather, it is organized in a structure that is 
oriented towards connecting and integrating different pieces of knowledge. They are 
different from approaches in which authorship and management are centralized, as they 
develop processes of communication in which people participate, in which the 
communicative materials can be "experienced." These systems bring culture closer to 
what we might call the "open-ended" approach. 
1. Hypertext, multimedia, and hypermedia 
 Vannevar Bush, in the 1940s, and Theodor Holme Nelson, in the 1960s, are 
considered the founders of nonlinear structure and interconnection of information. 
These are two of the key concepts in the development of computerized interactivity as 
applied to communication. 
Nelson (1981:2) defines hypertext as "a series of text chunks connected by links which 
offer the reader different pathways." George P. Landow (1992:4), one of the leading 
researchers in hypertext, adds "electronic links connect lexias ‘external’ to a work...as 
well as within it and thereby create text that is experienced as nonlinear, or, more 
properly, as multilinear or multisequential." 
Nelson state that world culture is implicitly a hypertext that computer technology 
allows us to discover and make explicit and objective. He goes on to say that the last 
word in hypertext does not exist. There cannot be a final version, a final thought; 
rather, there is always a new vision, idea, interpretation for hypertext. 
Conceptually, hypertext can be either on-line or off-line. In this paper we will refer to 
hypertext in the first applications of this language that interconnects basically verbal 
information. 
A multimedia system is made up of information represented in several forms, text, 
sound, and static and moving images, that have been digitalized and recorded on an off-
line format such as CD-ROM or DVD (1). The reading is not linear, although we might 
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call them multisequential and delimited, if we bear in mind that the final reading 
almost always implies a sequential access to the information, albeit one that is decided 
upon by the user, and that the number of possible paths of reading is limited by who 
wrote the work (2). 
Hypermedia, as used in this paper (3), are systems based on the sum of hypertext and 
multimedia possibilities and applied to an on-line format such as Internet. At the 
present time these points converge mainly in the World Wide Web, which is the 
hypermedia application of Internet. These systems allow users to interconnect and 
integrate practically limitless sets of information represented in several materials that 
can be interconnected to one another; in other words, a text consisting of words can 
take us to a sound, and a picture can lead us to a database, for example, 
Hypermedia systems can favor interactive communication more than just information 
or reading, if we consider that they can carry multimedia information that moves back 
and forth in the communicative scheme. Hypermedia is the language that the new 
means of interactive communication on the network, which we will define as 
Netmedia. Currently, the use of hypermedia tends to be limited mainly to the World 
Wide Web, although some models of cable television combine interactive services and 
access to Internet have begun to incorporate it in their interactive systems. 
2. From hypertext to hypermedia 
We have already seen that hypertext is the conceptual antecedent of hypermedia. We 
must therefore study its origins and development, and begin by noting that the 
theoretical precursors to hypertext had already conceived of the ideas that today 
characterize current hypermedia systems, such as the interconnection of data sets and 
nonlinear access to information. 
In 1945 Vannevar Bush, science advisor to Roosevelt, published an article entitled "As 
We May Think" in The Atlantic Monthly in which he presented an analogic system to 
store and connect databases, called Memex, as a possible solution to the problems 
resulting from the processing of large batches of information. Bush specified some of 
the characteristics that all hypertext systems share today, such as the fast access to 
information, the ability to join blocks of information or set up routes among them, and 
the ability for the user to contribute to the system (by creating new connections or 
content). 
In 1962 Douglas Engelbart wrote "Augmenting Human Intellect: A Conceptual 
Framework," in which he attempted to define the functions that the computers and 
programs would have to incorporate in order to improve performance and help increase 
human cognitive capabilities. His paper discussed the need to connect texts, from book 
stores to documents, from windows systems to collaborating environments. 
The word hypertext was coined by Theodor Holme Nelson in 1965. He defined Xanadú 
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in theoretical terms (4), a hypertext system which implemented his view of what 
hypertext should be. The specification and justification of interdocumental connections 
was a part of Xanadú, so that users could learn from the relationships established. 
Andries Van Dam, a researcher at the University of Bonn (which continues to stand out 
in hypertext research) developed the Hypertext Editing System in 1967. It was designed 
to optimize the writing of large documents and to explore the possibilities of the 
concept of hypertext. 
Engelbart’s ideas came together in NLS (1968), and later in the Augment systems, 
which are based on a hierarchical database of text fragments which are accessed via 
selective filters. NLS is considered the first computerized hypertext system. Engelbart 
also designed what we know today as multiple windows and users systems. 
Roland Barthes, the well-known professor of semiotics, defined an idea of textuality at 
the beginning of the 1970s as texts being made up of blocks of words (or pictures), 
electronically joined in several directions, chains or routs in an open textuality, always 
incomplete and described with concepts such as node, network, route, and journey (5). 
Michael Hart created the project Gutenberg in 1971, with the objective of publishing 
10,000 literary works on the network before the year 2000. Hart discussed the potential 
he saw in which might turn out to be a universal network of knowledge. 
In 1985 Peter Brown, a researcher at the University of Maryland, developed Guide, the 
first system for creating hypertext on a personal computer (first for Apple Macintosh, 
although in 1987 a version for IBM-compatible PCs was sold). Guide incorporated an 
extremely simple, intuitive graphic interface (6). 
Just one year later, the systems that could process graphics and animation improved 
greatly and offered a graphic representation of structure in order to facilitate the design 
of the interaction: NoteCards by Xerox PARC, Knowledge Management System 
(KMS) and Intermedia. NoteCards, developed by Frank Halasz, is the first program to 
use metaphors in hypertext (7). Intermedia (1987-92), by Andries Van Dam, is a 
system geared towards the teaching of biology and English literature and to 
constructing hypertext fiction. 
The company Autodesk Inc. sold the Xanadú system designed by Nelson from 1989 to 
1992, although with little commercial success. 
At the end of the 80s, HyperCard appeared. Although it is not strictly a tool for 
hypertext creation, it became an industry standard by the hand of Apple’s policy, which 
included it with the software for its Mac computers. Since then, numerous problems 
aimed at creating and structuring hypertext information for most computer platforms 
have appeared on the market. 
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In the 90s, soon after the First European Conference on Hypertext Technology 
(ECHT), the first computer programs designed to integrating text, sound, and images 
together in the same system and to interconnect these elements to give users nonlinear, 
selective access to multimedia information appeared. This was the beginning of 
interactive multimedia. 
Stephen Wilson, a theoretician in computer interactivity, defends the position that 
interactive multimedia systems allow people to follow their own associations, to 
experience and construe their own cognitive structures and tie actions to their 
emotional and identity needs (8). 
What turned interactive multimedia into a communications system was the wholesale 
incorporation of CD-ROMS into personal computers during the 90s and the desire of 
conventional publishing houses to begin creating interactive programs based on 
multimedia characteristics, ranging from encyclopedias to educational games. 
What really pushed interactivity forward into these multimedia systems, which, in turn, 
become hypermedia, was the development and optimization of communications 
networks, of the technologies to compress data, and the development of a service and 
interface specially designed for the new services and hypermedia content, which in the 
case of Internet, took form at the beginning of the 1990s as the World Wide Web. 
3. The open-ended work 
Interactive communications systems for networks are based on a language and 
technologies that radically change the way information is structured and acquired. And, 
more importantly, they enable individuals to generate and connect cultural references. 
In this sense, hypermedia makes it possible to have a type of cultural product that is not 
read linearly; rather, these products are organized into a structure that is designed for 
interconnection and for integration of knowledge, as opposed to products with specific 
authors and management. Systems based on hypermedia help to develop participatory 
communication in which the communicative material can be "lived," and clearly bring 
the cultural product closer to what we know as "open-ended works" (9). 
3.1 Nonlinearity 
For Aristotle, the plot, the way the parts of the story are arranged, that was well 
constructed had to describe a fixed sequence, a specific beginning and end, and had to 
include the size of the story defined. Hypermedia breaks each one of his postulates. 
Some theoreticians state that classic narrative, the structuring of history in a linear plot, 
corresponds to cultural factors, so that the construction of reality in time, and 
consequently the rise in causal relationships, is associated with the discovery of the 
printing press. 
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Hypermedia designs respond to a paradigm of nonlinear structuring of information. On 
the one hand we see an antiethical way of organizing and transmitting information in 
comparison to the classical ways of organization and narration. In hypermedia, users 
selectively choose sets of information that can be represented in several intertwined 
forms of expression. 
The main advantages of nonlinear models in the structuring of knowledge can be 
summarized as follows: 
●     The many connections in hypermedia increases the interactions possible 
between the components that make it up (10). Parallel to this integration, there 
is an effect contrary to the isolation offered by a sustained autonomy in not 
having to depend on a "before" and "after." In relation to this second point, 
Barthes suggested that a text that had to be divided into blocks of meaning, 
which before were criticized by a reading process that could only have recourse 
to the text surface, which is imperceptibly welded by the movement of 
sentences, by the fluid discourse of narration and the naturalness of 
conventional language.
●     They are able to describe phenomena that occur in heterogeneous scales of 
space and time. As opposed to linear narrative. the user can integrate a much 
more intuitive way of interpretation.
●     Their structure has meaning in itself. Thus, they can provide information of 
semantic, causal, spatial, or temporal relationships among the elements that 
make up the model.
●     The structure and the relationships are established based on hypermedia logic, 
which is similar to the way human neurons are organized to develop cognitive 
processes.
Nonlinear fictions, of which Afternoon (1987) by Michael Joyce is an outstanding 
example, is currently one of the least explored fields. Those that strongly criticize 
nonlinear cultural products state that hypermedia cannot cover all the expressive 
characteristics of conventional discourse. 
The films of Alfred Hitchcock are, in this sense, a good example of the importance of 
the utterance, which decisively determines the emotional value of the story in terms on 
intrigue. As a result, in a sequence in Marnie (1964) the viewer becomes anxious when 
he or she sees someone else going through the drawers in a bedroom because of the 
identification with the risk someone is taking, because beforehand he or she has seen 
how the owner had already begun to climb the stairs. If the sequence had been staged 
in reverse, only a sense of surprise would have been transmitted. 
3.2 Interconnection and integration 
Hypermedia, as the backbone of the potential of digital-based media, and bi-directional 
networks, the paradigm of interactive on-line systems, increase the possibilities of 
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interconnection and integration of information as well as blur the factors that 
differentiate cultural products. In the interactive network, texts loose their arrogance 
from the moment they cease to be entities enclosed in time and space as in 
conventional works (11). 
Even though at first multimedia systems enable works to be related to one another, 
leaving the nonlinear reading and final structuring to the reader, the combination of 
hypermedia and interactive networks that connect them to other documents turn them 
into a source that can be contrasted and broadened for the reader. 
In a network environment, the beginning and end points that characterize all 
conventional works can disappear definitively. In the first place, the variety of 
association routes users can describe during the process of accessing information 
nonlinearly multiplies the number of beginnings and ends. In addition, the 
interconnection and integration of texts and works and the possible contributions by the 
author or the users themselves through interactive networks erase the work’s 
conceptual beginning and end points. 
Conventional cultural products are based on the use of certain forms of expression. 
Traditionally, the expressive base of poetry has been the verbal text, whereas cinema 
has an audiovisual base. Hypermedia, since it is able to integrate and interconnect 
communicative experiences based on several modes of expression, blurs even more the 
uniqueness of cultural products, yet at the same time increases the relationship between 
perception and human cognition. 
The use of interfaces based on iconic systems (signs that have a relationship to what 
they represent) that can be animated, associated and meaningfully transformed 
represented entities, relationships and intuitive actions, and the universality of 
audiovisual language helps to overcome language barriers characteristic of 
communication based exclusively on verbal texts. In this sense, it is interesting to note 
that close to 90% of the verbal contents of Web pages are in English, according to a 
recent study done by the information search program Altavista. 
Communicative experiences based on hypermedia can also be implemented with 
immersion interfaces to develop virtual environments that make up hypersensorial 
information. With the combination of hypermedia and virtual reality technology, users 
can integrate information belonging to different times and spaces into an environment 
configured for a single space, that which is generated virtually, and a single point in 
time, that of the interaction. 
3.3 Decentralization of authorship 
Network interactive communication does not accept a single voice that materializes in 
an unchangeable work, but rather encourages dialogue between the players in 
communicative processes as a result of the open, multiple nature of its language and 
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structure. 
Most cultural products include the idea of property and uniqueness of the creator, 
which hypermedia makes untenable. The decisions taken by users when using 
nonlinear hypermedia information on the network determine the adquisition of a set of 
knowledge that had not previously been integrated by anyone and, probably, will never 
again occur in exactly the same fashion. The form and content of the information 
depends on the characteristics of the system, the abilities of the user (creative 
intelligence, powers of integration, knowledge of technology and culture) and of the 
connections made. 
Pierre Lévy (1990) discarding the idea of the isolated individual as the basis of human 
knowledge, believes that knowledge can only be perceved through provisional 
structures the go from one set of information to another. In this sense, we can imagine 
that the configuration of thousands of interconnected networks can be equivalent to a 
macrostructure that belongs to all humanity, in which certain sets of information 
alternate with the ability to act as nodes--intersections--by creating and distributing 
meaning and knowledge. 
Users of multimedia or hypermedia systems can make three types of contribution in 
their particular but collective construction of knowledge. 
First, they can collaborate with the author in the sense that they update the hypothetical 
routes that have been previously established. As we have seen, in the case of 
multimedia, since the system is closed the number of routes is limited, so that the 
author can foresee the sequences the user will describe. However, in hypermeda the 
routes can be amplified to practically no limits and escape the author’s control. The 
external information that can be accessed from tie-ins that are foreseen in the product 
(which, in turn, contain other connections), can have been changes without the person 
making these external references being aware of such. Users of multimedia systems 
conceptually construct text, even though they have to use a grammar they are 
unfamiliar with, if a grammar is understood as the set of rules established by the 
construct and delimited by the author. In hypermedia the degree of freedom on the part 
of the user increases significantly. 
Second, if the format is open and the products so allows, users can contribute 
information that can be included in the work. In this sense, the user-writer (who Lévi-
Strauss calls bricoleur) can create things ranging from criticism related to a text to 
unpublished material on the work. 
Finally, users can become issuers of information and control the informative, 
structurall and interactive features of their work. An example of this would be the 
personal pages that can be created on Internet using the World Wide Web. 
4. Development and cultural limitations of open-ended works 
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Up to this point we have seen that interactive communication on networks is based on 
the structuring, interconnection and integration of information that can configure a type 
of cultural product known as "open-ended works." We can summarize some of the 
main characteristics of this kind of work: 
●     Nonlinear access to information, thus implying the nonexistence of a single 
thread of discourse, breacking the unique sequence as the main ordering of 
information.
●     Elimination of limiting factors and of the meaningful limits of cultural products, 
which have conventionally been conditioned by the use of a closed format (such 
as that of the printed book) and or some forms of expression that prevent 
interconnection and integration of information.
●     It blurs the idea of centralized authorship due to the interconnections and 
integration users can establish with other texts, works and authors, and because 
of the user’s ability to become a source/issuer of information.
Open-ended works can lay the bases for a new culture that suggests the end to the ever-
present rectangle of television or movie screens, of the material nature of books or of 
pictures. This culture, based on blurring the divisions between works and the concept 
of author itself, encouraging communication among people, have a conceptual 
precedent in what Jacques Derrida in linguistics call the débordement of the text (12). 
Derrida envisions cultural products characterized by blurring the limits of the text, that 
which we believe the world can identify, i.e. the assumed beginning and end of a work, 
the unified nature of a set of papers, the signatures, the domain of the references 
external to the framework, etc. 
The super-specialization that all contemporary sciences have experienced has brought 
along with it the distancing of their vocabularies, their methods, their results and their 
view of the world, which represents an obstacle to obtaining interdisciplinary views of 
reality. 
Open-ended works have to be built, first, as the ideal instruments to connect certain 
thematic fields, but in the medium term they must be able to resolve the problems 
created by this fragmentation of reality by connecting, but not homogenizing, 
disciplines that are thematically and culturally heterogeneous. 
The origins of nonlinear structure and interconnection of information are found in 
hypertext applications. In an initial stage, hypertext was only used to adapt written 
information to electronic means, thus creating hypertexts in which a single original text 
constituted the main axis for reading. Comments and notes, what was secondary, was 
structured around it as a set of information points that the reader could continue 
uncovering. For a long time there was no real attempt to create works that took 
advantage of the potential of hypertext to interconnect and structure information 
nonlinearly. 
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Somewhat later one or more verbal and audiovisual texts were divided "in a bookly 
fashion" into several fragments of information which could be accessed nonlinearly. 
This case, however, did not represent the ideal hypertext, which was supposed to be 
based on a structuring of contents originally conceived of for hypertext. Consequently, 
when a printed encyclopedia was turned into a multimedia product, the redundancies 
resulting from the integration of textual description and graphic information or those 
present from one article to another were often ignored. 
During this period, which continued on until the beginning of the 90s, there was a 
desire to position hypertext and multimedia as a type of cultural material that could be 
created and made available to the public, but with little to no previous training 
involved. The lack of experience 
worked to solidify the position of certain industrial prototypes that still exist today. 
With the development of hypertext and multimedia, the criticism from people believing 
that these systems destroy individual motivation and creative incentive increased. This 
demythologization of elitist work surprises some minority groups, who ardently defend 
the uniqueness of authorship. 
Today Internet proclaims itself to be a communicative model in which the concepts of 
limit in narration, text, and authorship, and in fact the concepts themselves, are blurred 
(13). To paraphrase Gérard Genette, this confusion must be accepted as a way to get 
away from the idolatry and fetishism of works conceived of as entirely closed objects, 
which can even be more dangerous than the idealization of authors. 
The World Wide Web, the Internet’s hypermedia platform from which open-ended 
works can best be created, has also been criticized from one of the spheres of influence 
where it theoretically might be most useful, namely, the field of education. Many 
teachers have rightly observed that some hypermedia systems do not encourage the 
acquisition of knowledge, but rather quite the opposite: they irretrievably lead users to 
chaos. 
Although it is true that many poorly designed services exist, and that Internet suffers 
from limitations related to the ability to transmit and structure information, it is also 
true that some professional educators are lacking in training in and predisposition 
towards computers and interactive materials. This situation should improve in the near 
future. 
As a final thought, we must highlight the importance of learning how to both create and 
"read" open-ended works. Once a form of expression and communication has become 
consolidated, it is necessary to consider the content. Unfortunately, technological 
enthusiasm, business needs and a lack of reflection have resulted in an astronomical 
amount of material that was not designed for these new communicative systems. 
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We must first be able to distance ourselves from linear, hierarchical repression imposed 
by printed culture and later by certain audiovisual narrations; we must also do away 
with the structuring of reality based on minimal meaningful units that hypermedia 
makes unsustainable in order to think in terms of concepts. Finally, we must eliminate 
the individualistic positions that focus on the issues of interactive communication, of 
generating and connecting information altruistically, in terms of intellectual property 
and copyright. 
We need only to observe the attitudes and behavior of teenagers in front of computers 
to realize the generational change we are living in the new ways of perceiving, 
articulating, and organizing reality. In this sense, Don Tapscott, president of the 
Alliance for Converging Technologies and the author of Growing Up Digital: The Rise 
of the Net Generation, states in his prologue to the book La Red (‘The Network’) by 
Juan Luis Cebrián that as opposed to the lukewarm, sterile and unidirectional behavior 
of mass communications media, the Net Generation is creating a place in which any 
idea can be promoted, no matter how much it might threaten contemporary order. Be 
that as it may, the largest generation in American history is beginning to control its 
media for discovery, discussion, clarity and action (14). 
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